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Both the and series mirrors have the series number stamped in the back of the mirror for
identification. Both series include several mirrors with different combinations of features. This
mirror series was used mainly in through model year vehicles. The main difference between the
OEM and Aftermarket versions is the channel they are purchased through. OEM mirrors are
produced for a specific vehicle brand and are sometimes produced with features specific for
that vehicle brand. Aftermarket Mirrors can only be purchased with a Blue compass display. The
OEM and Aftermarket mirrors are essentially the same. They look the same, use the same
electronics and are all produced by Gentex. Aftermarket mirrors are usually stamped with the
aftermarket Part Number on the back of the mirror; GENK40 for example. There is another series
of mirrors closely related to the series mirrors; the series. GNTX mirrors use the same
technology as the series mirrors but adds map lights or 'mood' lights to the mirror. These are
also no longer produced by Gentex. Some of these improvements are illustrated in the
comparison below. The series mirrors are direct replacements for the series mirrors and in most
cases are plug compatible, meaning you can upgrade your older series mirror with a newer
series mirror without having to make changes to the wiring in your vehicle. You can identify the
Gentex mirror series by a stamp on the back of the mirror housing. Bigger, easily visible power
indicator. Improved buttons - molded from black plastic, dual contact points, more solid feel.
Internal compass sensor with Z-Nav compass technology providing faster, more accurate
heading indication and calibration. Older Technology. OEM for - model year vehicles. These
older style mirrors are still sold through aftermarket retailers using the following model
numbers:. Gentex Series Mirror. New Technology. Recently this series of mirrors have started
appearing at some aftermarket retailers using the following model numbers:. The newer mirror
has a sleeker shape, larger diffused power indicator and smaller buttons. The series mirrors
also have a more uniform look because the front photo sensor and power indicator match in
appearance. The connector for the wire harness on the back of the mirror has been moved to
the center of the mirror housing just below the mounting arm allowing the wire harness to be
better hidden. The newer housing design of the series mirrors is also sturdier than the older
series housing. The older series mirrors have open holes in the mirror housing that allow light
to reach the sensors. This also lets dust and cleaner into the mirror housing. The newer series
mirrors have clear diffusers over the photo sensors that seal the mirror housing. The LED
power indicator for the auto-dimming feature on the series mirrors is larger and easier to see. It
uses the same clear plastic diffuser as the front photo sensor which makes it more visible and
gives a uniform appearance to the mirror face. These pictures show the difference in the
mounting arms between the and series mirrors. The picture on the left shows the mounting arm
with the compass sensor attached and shows the arm. The compass sensor on the series
mirrors is no longer mounted externally on the arm. It has been moved from the mounting arm
base to a concealed location inside the mirror housing. The picture on the right shows the and
series mounting arms side by side so you can see the additional mass of the mounting arm.
Notice the thickness difference circled. The older series buttons are molded from white plastic
and painted black. The symbols on the button faces are made by a stencil, exposing the white
plastic underneath the black paint. The series buttons are molded from black plastic and have
the symbols painted in white on the button face. The series mirrors use a single contact point
while the series mirrors have dual contact points on each button. This provides a more solid
feel when you press a button and insures that the button functions accurately. On the series
mirrors the compass sensor is mounted externally on the mirror mounting arm base and has
wires running back to the mirror circuit board. The series mirrors use a new Gentex proprietary
3 axis digital Z-Nav compass transducer. This new compass sensor is also more accurate and
provides faster calibration than the older compass technology. Here you can see the difference
in the photo sensors that detect ambient light and the presence of headlights from behind.
Notice the whole mounting arm is thicker and the base circled is much stronger. Another
improvement to the series mirrors is in the buttons. The electronic contact points behind the
buttons have also been improved in the series mirrors. These pictures show the difference in
the location and type of compass sensor for the and series mirrors. Looks that the vehicle
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Hi everyone, I'm new to this forum in hopes of finding an answer. I have a Gentex mirror that
has a compass, homelink 3 garage door openers , a compass and temp gauge. It came from a
junkyard, I think an nissan pathfinder. It has a 10 pin connector with 6 wires coming out. I was
hoping find out what wires do what, I have searched and searched and nothing on this model or
these color wires. I'll put a writeup on my website if I get it figured out. Obviously I need a temp
sender too, but I can probably figure that out. Any help would be greatly apprecieated! Mito
Corp is a Gentex distributor, they have instructions on their website. If what you need is not
there they are helpful on the phone. Close Menu. Car Security. Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay
Diagrams. Subwoofer Wiring. Vehicle Wiring. Recent Topics. Site Search. Site Menu. Advanced
Search. Back to Top. I can tell you which pins are not used because my harness is already
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all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information. You cannot post new topics in
this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum
You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls in this forum You cannot vote
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Verified purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned Sold by: lastminutes. Great product. Easy to
install. Looks factory!!!! Will buy from again. The mirror works great. Much nicer than the cheap
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some mechanical skills and aren't afraid to pop off a few trim panels. Installed in my C Great
mirror and easy to install. Nice being able to open the garage door from my truck. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned Sold by: camsmirrors. Non-HomeLink cars can be easily
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Rear View Mirror Monitors. Picture shows a sample of the pigtail you will receive. It may not
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Looks that the vehicle cames oem. I installed by myself in a ford escape Verified purchase: Yes
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en the garage door from my truck. Non-HomeLink cars can be easily upgraded with these
mirrors. Skip to main content. The listing you're looking for has ended. View original item. Sell
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